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Note 
-
This i s  a report of work i n  progress. Many of the  numerical 
data arAd suggested interpretat ions printed are  preliminary or 
tentat ive.  Those wishing t o  use or quote such informtion 
are requested t o  consult the  authors regarding f i n a l  resul ts  
and s ta tus  of publication. 
I. Introduction 
Sufficient experimental data dealing with the  interaction of gases 
i .  
with lunar materials has naw been accumulated so tha t  one can describe, with 
1 
a f a i r  degree of confidence, the general surface characterist ics of lunar ' L  
f ines.  The most interest ing of these general features i s  t he  manner i n  
, , 
~. 
. . 
which water in teracts  with lunar fines. The reection with water converts 
non-porous lunar f ines in to  porous par t i c les  and, i n  the process, increases 
the specific surface area by a factor of two t o  three. These physical 
changes have been documented by measuring the  adsorption of i ne r t  gases 
(e .g. nitrogen) before and a f t e r  t he  reaction with water(1). 
We have advanced the hypothesis that  these physical changes resu l t  
from the interaction of the adsorbed water film with l a ten t  damage tracks 
caused by energetic par t ic les  of solar or cosmic origin (1,2,3). I f  t h i s  
i s  the case one might suspect a relationship between the water-induced 
porosity and the radiation history (e.g. exposure age) of the  lunar samples. 
In addition, i f  the reaction with water i s  producing etched tracks such a s  
those resulting from normal track etching emeriments ( k ) ,  these should 
be readily discernible from electron micrographs taken before and a f t e r  
the reaction with water. 
This report i s  concerned with our continuing e f for t s  t o  assess quantita- 
t ively  the surface properties of lunar f ines,  par t icular ly  the water-induced 
porosity. Part of the  report deals with additional interpretat ions of 
previously reported data (5) .  Sane of t he  experimental work deals with a 
clarification of a discrepancy in  the preliminary results for the 
interactian of gases with lunar materials (6). 
11. Materials and Experimental 
The specific samples discussed i n  th is  report are 10084,66; 63341,8; 
74220,35 (the orange so i l  from Shorty crater); and 74241,42 (the gray 
control so i l ) .  Sample 10084,G was a reallocation of a returned sample. 
The sample history indicated that t h i s  aliquot had not suffered any 
deterioration except for exposure t o  the t e r r e s t r i a l  a h s p h e r e .  The 
remaining three samples were normal allocations frau NASA. Although these 
three samples were received in  an atmosphere of dry nitrogen, exposure to  
the laboratory atmosphere was unavoidable during loading onto the two 
vacuum microbalance systems (7,8) used t o  obtain the data. Sample 74220,35 
was unsieved while particles greater than one mm had been removed (by 
sieving] *om the other three samples. 400-mg aliquots of each s q l e  
were used for the adsorption experiments. Be2ause the specific surface 
2 
area was generally less  than one m /g great care must be exercised i n  
determining background correction curves for each adsorbate a s  well as i n  
the measurement of the actual isotherm (1). During the course of measuring 
an isotherm the error in  weight measurement was normally within two 
micrograms. The resulting specific surface area uncertainty i s  about 
2 0.02 m /g.. 
High voltage electron micrographs of selected par t i c les  f'rom sample 
63341,8 were kindly provided by the  group of M. Maurette i n  fiance. 
Scanning electron micrographs were obtained with exist ing equipment i n  the 
Analytical Chemistry Division of ORNL. 
111. Results and Discussion 
A .  Electron Microscopy 
The high voltage electron micrographs i n  Figure 1 (taken by M. Maurette 
and J. P. Bibring) are three sub-micron sized par t i c les  from lunar f ines 
sample 63341,8. Each of these par t i c les  had been subjected t o  a d i f ferent  
pretreatment (see List  of Figures). From the gas adsorption experiments 
pretreatments A(2) and C (see Section I11 .D . ) gave non-porous par t ic les  
while pretreatment ~ ( 2 )  gave porous par t ic les .  There are  no readily vis ible  
differences i n  the three par t i c les  of Figure 1 tha t  could be at tr ibuted t o  
the  different  pretreatments. Maurette (9) and Bibring (10) looked a t  
numerous par t ic les  from these three al iquots of 63341,8 and were unable t o  
detect any changes. Maurette (9) and Bibring (10) conclude, and we agree, 
tha t  the par t ic les  of 63341,8 a re  typical  of a mature so i l ,  have a high 
density of l a ten t  damage tracks,  and that  these damage tracks have clearly 
not been etched ( in  the normal sense) by the water treatments. It i s  worth 
mentioning that  normal track studies, using strong etching cont:.tions, 
produce etched tracks i n  the micron E ' ~ e d  range (4) . The la rges t  dimension 
-
of the water-induced pore system, as  deduced fromthe gas adsorption 
isotherms, i s  a t  - l e a s t  two orders of magnitude smaller than t h i s .  
Irrespective of whether the  adsorbed water f i lm i s  removing material frat 
damage tracks or not, these reeul ts  clearly demonstrate the  a b i l i t y  of gas 
adsorption studies t o  sense physical character is t ics  and changes which a re  
d i f f i cu l t ,  i f  not impossible, t o  study by other methods. 
&om previous r e su l t s  (5) it i s  known t h a t  the  Apollo 17 orange s o i l  
(74220) develops a pore system and the specif ic surface area t r i p l e s  a f t e r  
exposure t o  water vapor a t  saturation vapor pressure. The reduction i n  
the man equivalent pa r t i c le  s i ze  i s  from 4.8 t o  1 .5  microns. Cadenhead 
(11,12,13) has postulated tha t  the  changes induced i n  lunar f ines  by 
exposure t o  high re la t ive  pressures of water vapor a re  due t o  a fracturing 
process. If adhering par t i c les  have been prised apart  or pa r t i c les  
fractured by the adsorbed water then changes i n  the par t i c le  s i ze  
distr ibution should be observed i n  the scanning electron microscope. If, 
on the other hand, the expansion of surface area i s  in ternal  (caused, for 
example, by dissolution of material  along radiat ion dama.ge tracks with 
formstion of f ine  capil laries) ,  the changes w U  not be v i s ib le  i n  t he  
microscope. Scanning electron micrographs were taken at 10,000 and 500 
magnifications t o  observe par t i c le  sizes i n  the  sub-micron and micron s ize  
ranges, respectively. Fines from the orange s o i l  (74220) were examined 
before and af te r  the water vapor treatment which induced the  porosity ( 5 ) .  
The scanning electron micrographs shown i n  Ngure 2 reveal the  predcmi- 
nantly glassy nature of the  pa r t i c les  i n  the  orange so i l .  Par t ic les  i n  
the various s ize  ranges were counted and t he i r  frequency of occurrence 
i s  given i n  Table I .  No changes i n  the par t i c le  s ize  d is t r ibut ion are 
discernible. This r e su l t  lends weight t o  the  bel ief  that the  expaneion 
of specific surface area i s  due t o  in ternal  processes. The fracture hypo- 
thesie advanced by Cadenhead (12) i s  not of m j o r  significance i n  t h i s  
case. Obviously the  appearance of the  par t i c les  i e  unaffected by the  
wcter vapor treatment; 80-85s of the  par t i c les  are  S 2 microns i n  diameter 
with 75% of these lying i n  the s ize  range of 0.1-0.5 micron. 
B. Adsorption on an Apollo 11 Sample 
Our preliminary resu l t s  (6) fo r  the adsorption of i n e r t  gases on the 1 
i 
Apollo 11 s o i l  10087 were highly unique. We have indicated (1) tha t  these t f
preliminary resu l t s  were probab3y erroneous because of fa i lu re  t o  apply some r 
t 
c r i t i c a l  blank corrections. A s  a resu l t  of t h i s  discrepancy NASA has $ I 
i 
provided us with an aliquot of the Apollo 11 sample 10084 (specifically i 
10084,66) . The only difference i n  10084 and 10087 i s  i n  t he  i n i t i a l  
processing a t  the Lunar Receiving Laboratory (14). Since the specific 
aliquot of 10087 had been exposed t o  the t e r r e s t r i a l  atmosphere fo r  several 
months prior t o  use it i s  our contention that  these two samples are  
ident ical .  
Adsorption isotherms of the "inert" gases nitrogen, argon, carbon 
monoxide, and oxygen a t  7 7 ' ~  ( -196"~)  a re  shown in  Figure 3. Prior t o  these L 
measurements, the sample was outgassed a t  300°c, the same pretreatment used 
i n  the  preliminary measurements. Figure 3 can be contrasted with Figure 1 1 
of the  preliminary resu l t s  (6) . The ads( .?@ion isotherms of Figure 3 a re  
much more "nonnal" end very similar t o  our resu l t s  obtaned for  a l l  other 
samples (l,2,5) we have studied except 10087. A BET treatment of the  
adsorption data for  these four gases gave a apeciflc surface area of 
2 0 -50 f 0.05 m /B. This i s  i n  genaral agreement with reported values 
[e .g . , (2) 1 for other lunar f ines  but i s  much l e s s  than the  p r e U n a r y  
value (6) of 1.15 m2/g for 10087. 
Following an additional outgassing a t  300°c, sample 10084 was subjected 
t o  an adsorption-desorption cycle i n  water vapor a t  2 0 ' ~ .  The resul ts  of 
t h i s  experiment are  shown i n  Figure 4, which can be contrasted with Figure 2 
of the preliminary resul ts  (6) obtained with sample 10087. Conspicuously 
absent i n  Mgure 4 are the sharp ver t i ca l  steps at re la t ive  pressures of 
0.9 and 0.8 i n  the  adsorption and desorgtion data, respectively. Again the 
data i n  Mgure 4 are  quite similar t o  t ha t  observed for lunar f ines  other 
than 10087, c.g. 12001 and 63341 (2) .  I n  agreement with the "normal" 
behavior of lunar f ines there was extensive retention of water (0.39 mg/g) 
on evacuation a t  t he  conclusion of the  adsorption-desorption cycle. 
The preliminary resul ts  (6) with sample 10087 indicated that  the 
interaction with water vapor did not produce any significant  change in  the 
adsorptive capacity for  nitrogen. This i s  i n  di rect  contrast t o  our resul ts  
with - al l  succeeding samples. To check on t h i s  anomaly, nitrogen adsorption 
( a t  7 7 " ~ )  on sample 10084 was measured a f te r  the reaction with water vapor. 
Isotherma for two outgassing temperatures are shown i n  Figure 5. These 
resul ts  clearly show tha t  the sample has been significantly a l tered by the  
reaction with water vapor. In par t icular ,  the specific surface area has 
2 increased from 0.50 t o  0.94 m /g a f t e r  outgaesing a t  room temperature with 
2 
a further increase t o  1.24 m /g a f t e r  outgassing a t  300'~. In addition the 
semple n m  has a pore system mi&. gives r i s e  t o  a well-defined capil lary 
condensation hysteresis loop i n  the  adsorption-desorption isotherm. 
Furthermore, irreversibly adsorbed water remaining on t h e  sample a f t e r  
outgassing at  room temperature has a blocking effect  on t he  access of 
nitrogen t o  the pore system. A l l  of these resu l t s  are i n  agreement with the  
general surface characterist ics of other lunar f ines (1,2,3,5) . 
We are forced t o  conclude t ha t  t h e  preliminary resu l t s  (6) obtained 
with sample 10087 are  anomalous and should not be considered i n  any discussior, 
of the  surface characterist ics of lunar sesples or i n  aw theories concerning 
the  origin and history of t he  moon. In a general w a y ,  the  surface properties 
of Apollo 11 fines seem t o  be qui te  similar t o  those of f ines  fran the 
Apollo 12, 14, 16, and 17 missions. (We have not studied any fines from 
the Apollo 15 mission.) The anomalous isotherms for the  i ne r t  gases on 
10087 can be readixy a t t r ibuted t o  our fa i lure  t o  apply blank corrections 
t o  the data. However, t he  anomalous water isotherms remain unexplained a t  
the  present time. 
Knowing tha t  the reaction with water vapor creates a pore system i n  
lunar f ines,  it i s  desirable t o  have some concept of the  dimensions of the  
pores. This section deals with a semi-quantitative analysis of the nitrogen 
adsorption data t o  give an estimate of the  pore sizes and t h e i r  distr ibution.  
0 
The presence of micropores (these are  defined as  pores l e s s  than 20A 
i n  diameter and which fll l  and empty reversibly a t  pressures l e s s  than t ha t  
required for campletion of the  f i r s t  physically adsorbed layer of nitrogen) 
wae detected by a comparison method which i s  a variation of the "t-plot" 
method developed by de Boer (15). In essence the adsorption data are plotted 
as a h c t i o n  of the  thickness of an adsorbed film of nitrogen ( a t  the  same 
pressure) on a reference non-porous solid.  The choice of the  reference 
isothem i s  crucia l  but need nct. be discussed here. I n  same cases we have 
used an in ternal  standard, i .e., nitrogen adsorption data taken on the  
sane lunar sample under study but taken before the  reaction with water. 
In peveral cases an in ternal  standard i s  not possible because of the  
sequence of experiments. This does not ~ e e m  t o  be c r i t i c a l  a s  nitrogen 
adsorption ion a uni t  area basis)  on lunar fines before the reaction with 
water i s  not highly dependellt on the  specific semple involved (3). 
An exampls of such a compe.rison plot  i s  shown i n  Figure 6. I n  t h i s  
case the  experimental sample i s  63341 (2) outgassed a t  300°C a f t e r  the 
reacticn with water vapor while the  reference data i a  nitrogen adsorption 
or, 12070 (1) outgassed a t  300°C before the reaction with water. The 
intercept of the s t ra ight  l i n e  a t  zero Lhickness gives the quantity of 
nitrogen adsorbea i n  microporee, which i s  usually converted t o  an equivalent 
micropore area, . The slope of the  s t ra ight  l i n e  i s  8 measure of the 
'm 
open area plua the area contained i n  larger  pores and i s  designated as  St. 
The sum of St and Sm should equal the area, SBET, derived &om a BET 
treatment of the  nitrogen adsorption data on the experimental sample. I n  
the  present case, the difference i s  8$ which i s  acceptable i n  view of the  
assumptions involved. 
Dimension8 and the s ize  distr ibution of the larger pores have been 
estimated by application of the Kelvin equation t o  the  nitrogen adsorption 
data. 'n view of the  uncertainties attending the use of the  Kelvin equation 
t o  calculate pore sizes and the  undoubtedly complex nature of the  pore 
system induced i n  the lunar f ines,  a simple procedure (16) which avoids 
excessive refinements ha8 been adopted t o  measure the pore s ize  Cs t r ibu t ion .  
One of the  parameters resulting from a Kelvin equation calculation i s  
the cumulative pore volume. Figure 7 i s  an example of cumulative pore 
volume resul ts .  The specific lunar sample i n  t h i s  example i s  the Apollo 17 
gray s o i l  74241. The nitrogen isotherms *om which Mgure 7 was calculated 
have been published ( 5 ) .  The most important feature of Figure 7 i s  the 
marked increase i n  pore volume available t o  nitrogen when irreversibly 
adsorbed water i s  removed by outgassing al; 300'~. This resu l t ,  the  blocking 
of pore volume by irreversibly adsorbed water, has been observed for  every 
lunar fines sample we have studied, although the amount of such blocking 
action depends on the  specific sample and perhaps on the nature of the water 
treatment. 
More interest ing *om a geometrical view i s  the pore s ize  distri- 
bution result ing f'ram a Kelvin treatment of the nitrogen sorption data. 
Figure 8 i s ,  again, an example of two pore size dis t r ibut ion resul ts .  
In  t h i s  case the specific ssmples are  the Apollo 17 orange and gray so i l s ,  
74220 and 74241, reepectively, The results in  Mgure 8 were c&lcuYsted 
f'rom nitrogen adsorption data (5) taken af te r  the samples had reacted with 
water. In both cases the smples were outgessed a t  300'~ and were, 
therefore, relatively free of irreversibly adsorbed water. The pore size 
distributions for these two semples are quite similar, w i t h  a fa i r ly  sharp 
peak a t  a Kelvin pore radius of about 2a. The chief difference is that 
the orange so i l  (74220) has a larger contingent of pores having t h i s  
dimension. One i s  lead to  conclude that  the waterwindwed pore structures 
of these two samples are quite similar even though the samples are markedly 
different in  such factors as chemical canposition, mineralogy, and exposure 
history (17). 
An additional parameter resulting from porosity analysis i s  the 
cumulative area, ChS of the walls of the pores. Although th i s  icvolvea P ' 
some simple assumptions there should be a semi-quantitative relationship 
t o  the normal BET area, SET. Table I1 i s  a sunrmary of the porosity 
a n a s i s  based on the comparison plots and also on calculations based on 
the Kelvin equation. Results from the comparison plot analyses are quite 
good i n  all cases (St + Sm i s  approximately equal to  sBET). In considering 
the results fran the Kelvln equation calculations we have assumed that  
the usual area, SBm, contains three components: Sm) the equivalent aren 
of micrupores; So, the open surface which we k - ~ e  taken to  be the area 
of the non-porous particles,  as measured by nitrogen adsorption, before 
the reaction with water; and I U  , which i s  the area contained i n  pores 
P 
0 
of radii >, 20A. On t h i s  basis, the sum of these three ccmponents should 
be equal t o  SBET. The resul ts  are  n ~ t  as good a s  those based on the  con- 
parison plot  analysis but, considering the uncertainties and assumptions 
involved, they are  quite consistent. The two worst cacres are the  low! r 
temperature outgaaeings of the  Apollo 1- gray s o i l  74241. Even i n  t h i s  
case the  egreement i s  as good, o r  bet ter  than, many of the resu l t s  based 
on much more highly refined methods. A cornplebe discussion of Table T I  
i a  outside the scope of the  present report but certainly the most str iking 
feature is  t he  general similari ty of the re  ,sat s for a l l  four samples. 
D .  Reactivity w i t h  Water 
A l l  of the lunar f ines that  we have studied have reacted with water 
vapor a t  high re la t ive  pressures. The reaction with water vapor increases 
the  specific surface ares  and creates a pore system, It was f e l t  that  the 
maximum al tera t ion of lunar ~ l n e s  by reaction with water could be echieved 
by the  simple expedient of soaking a semple i n  l iquid water. To provide a 
usef'ul comparison the s-le should be one whose v8pcj.r phase reaction with 
water has been studied. Accordingly an aliquot of sample 63341,8, whose 
surface propeeies  are  known (2) ,  was s aked  i n  liquid water (while exposed 
t o  the laboratory atmosphere) for 30 days. The s-le was then allowed t o  
air-dry at room temperature t o  a constant weight prior t o  placing it i n  the  
vacuum microbalance system. 
Nitrogen adsorption, a t  7 7 " ~ ,  was measured on t h i ~  w~ter-soaked sample 
a f t e r  outgassing a t  25 and 3 0 0 " ~ .  The result ing i so the lw are showfi i n  
Mgure 9 (pretreatment 1). mch t o  our surprise, the nitrogel1 isotherms 
were ccmpletely reversible with no indication of hysteresis corresponding 
t o  capillary condensation i n  a Wre system. In addition the specific 
2 
surface areas, 0.51 and 0.57 m /g, were only slightly increased from the 
2 
original value of 0.42 m /g (2). Af'ter again outgassing the sarmple a t  ~OO'C,  
water was forcibly condensed on the  sample a t  2 5 ' ~  (pretrea.tment 2 of 
Figure 9) i n  the absence of a i r .  Subsequent nitrogen adsorption isotherms 
(after outgassing the sample) showed a drastic change in the adsorptive 
properties of th i s  sample (Figure 9). A l l  of the "usualt1 changes associated 
with water reacted lunar fines are now evldent , including a capillary 
condensation hysteresis loop and a dramatic increase in the spec i fh  surface 
2 2 
area t o  0.99 m /g with a further increase to  1.27 m /g on outgassing a t  
300'~. The mild sintering on outgassing a t  500'~ (the specific surface 
2 
area decreased t o  1.10 m /g) i s  comparable t o  that observed for Apollo 12 
sample (2) .  
Exposure to  a i r  before and during the contact wi th  liquid water has 
obviously blocked the alteration reaction. The subsequent reaction i n  the 
absence of a i r  ( ~ i g u r e  9) cannot be attributed t o  outgassing a t  an elevated 
temperature (300'~) as the specific sampld i s  how-  t o  react with saturated 
water vapor a f te r  outgassing a t  only 25'~ (2), although the alteration i s  
much less  drastic. Experience with the Apollo 11 sample 10084 demonstrated 
that even small quantities of a i r  w i l l  block the  alteration reaction with 
water. During the f i r s t  water adsorption cycle with th is  sample a leak in  
the system resulted i n  the accumulation of about one to r r  of a i r  before 
reaching water saturation pressure. Subsequent nitrogen adsorption, a f te r  
outgassing showed tha t  there had been very l i t t l e ,  i f  any, change i n  the 
surface properties of t h e  sample. However, a subsequent exposure t o  water 
vapor i n  the absence of a i r  produced the "usual" resu l t s ,  i .e., a more than 
two-fold increase i n  specif ic surface area and the development of a pore 
system. The surface area changes a r e  shown i n  Figure 10. 
A logical ,  but not defini t ive,  explanation for  the  blocking action of 
a i r  i s  tha t  some camponent of the t e r r e s t r i a l  atmosphere i s  strongly 
adsorbed a t  the  s i t e s  where a t tack by water occurs. The l i ke ly  candidate i s  
carbon dioxide but one cannot ru le  out oxygen or even nitrogen. 
Figures 10 and 11 summarize the  specif ic surface area data for  these 
four samples of lunar f ines .  The figures are  largely self-explanatory (see 
l i s t  of figures) but a few brief  coments a r e  worthwhile. The specif ic 
surface area i s  independent of the  specif ic adsorbate used ( ~ i g u r e  10).  
Prior t o  a l tera t ion by reaction with water vapor the  speci f ic  surface area 
i s  not very dependent on outgassing temperature. The opposite i s  t rue  a f t e r  
the react5on with water and i s  due t o  the removal of irreversibly adsorbed 
water at. the higher outgassing temperatures (5) .  The a l tera t ion of. lunar 
f ines i s  quite dependent on the manner i n  which the sample i s  exposed t o  
water ( resul ts  w i t h  63341 i n  Figure 11) . Results in  Figures 10 and 11 are  
for lunar f ines from three locations on the  lunar surface. There i s  na 
correlation with  location. 
We have a t t r ibuted the a l tera t ion of lunar f ines by adsorbed water t o  
a n  interaction of the sorbed water and l a ten t  damage tracks ( , 2 )  The 
resu l t s  (5) obtained with the  Apollo 17 orange (74220) and gray (74241) 
eoi ls  present an enigma i n  t h i s  respect. The orange so i l ,  having a ehort 
exposure time ( la ) ,  i s  one of the most reactive (toward water) of the 
samples we have studied. Recent information concerning damage tracks nvay 
be related t o  t h i s  problem. It ha& been found (19) that  "young" tracks are 
different f'ram "old" tracks, e.g. the etched length i s  longer for "young" 
tracks. It has also been shown (20) that  irradiation with 3 MeV protons 
(about solar f la re  energy) markedly reduces the e tchibi l i ty  of charged 
par t ic le  damge tracks. Both of these factors are  probably involved i n  the 
water reactivity of the orange and gray so i l s  from Apollo 17. We s t i l l  
believe that  there i s  a relationship between radiation damage and the water 
reactivity of lunar fines, but a quantitative fhnction can be defined 
only a f te r  conducting a r t i f i c i a l  high energy pmt i c l e  irradiations of 
annealed lunar fines and subsequent adsorptions of water. 
IV. suunuary 
1. The changes induced i n  lunar fines are not visible i n  high energy 
electron micrographs. 
2. Scanning electron micrographs have shown no change in paAicle  
size distribution as a resul t  of the reaction with water. 
3. F'rom 1 and 2 above it i s  concluded that  the water induced changes 
are  internal t o  the par t ic les  themselves. 
4. The surface properties of an Apollo 11 semple are similar t o  
those of semples from the Apollo 12, 14, 16, and 17 missions. The pre- 
liminary resul ts  (6) for an ~ p o U o  u sample are anomalous. 
5 .  A consistent analysis of the water induced porosity has been made 
i n  terms of microporosity, open area, and a distr ibution of pores which 
give capil lary condensation ( ~ e l v i n  behavior ) . 
6 .  The normal laboratory atmosphere (or a component of i t )  blocks the  
a l tera t ion reaction with water. 
7. The surface properties of mature lunar so i l s  appear t o  be almost 
independent of chemical co~nposition and mineralogy, but there  a r e  some 
variations i n  the i r  react iv i ty  toward water. 
V. Work i n  Progress 
Current experiments involve two aliquots of sample 63321 which have 
been outgassed a t  400 and 700°C. Preliminary indications are  tha t  heating 
the sample t o  7 0 0 ' ~  has markedly reduced the  react iv i ty  of the sample with 
adsorbed water, while heating t o  400 '~  leaves the sample with "normal" 
react iv i ty .  Most of t he  material i n  t h i s  report i s  being rearranged into  a 
format suitable for publication i n  the open l i t e ra tu re .  
V I .  Future Work 
Some plans depend on resu l t s  with sample 63321. I f  heating the sample 
a t  700°C has eliminated or markedly reduced the a l tera t ion reaction with 
water we w i l l  attempt t o  restore the react iv i ty  by irradiat ion with charged 
par t ic les .  The next sample we study w i i l  probably be 67481, a s o i l  from 
North Ray Crater. These so i l s  have been classed as  immature and the resul ts  
may provide a correlation of surface properties with s o i l  maturity. 
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V I I I .  L i s t  of Figures 
Figure 1. High voltage transmission electron micrograph of sub-micron i 
j 
par t i c les  from semple 63341,8. Pretreatment: A .  Exposed t o  atmosphere i 
only. B. Exposed t o  saturated water vapor i n  t he  absence of a i r .  
C . Soaked i n  l iquid water (exposed t o  a i r )  and air-dried . 
Figure 2. Scanning Electron Micrograms of the  orange s o i l  (74220) . t 
A .  Before water treatment ( 5 0 0 ~ ) .  B. After water treatment ( 5 0 0 ~ ) .  
C.  Before water treatment (10,000~).  D. After water treatment (10,000~).  
Figure 3. Adsorption of i ne r t  gases on Sample 10084,6€ a t  7'7'~ 
(-196'~). Sample outgassed a t  300'~. Measurements made before the reaction 
with water. 
Figure 4.  Adsorption of water on Sample 10004,66 a t  2 0 ' ~ .  Sample 
outgassed a t  300'~. 
Figure 5. Adsorption of Nitrogen on Sample 10084,66 a t  77'K (-1%' C) . 
Measurements made a f te r  the  reaction with water. 
Figure 6. Comparison plot  of nitrogen adsorption on Sample 63341 
outgassed a t  300 '~  af'ter reaction with water. Reference data : Nitrosen 
adsorbed on 12070 outgassed a t  3 0 0 " ~  before reaction with water. 
Figure 7. Cumulative pore volume ( E A v ~ )  of the  Apollo 17 gray s o i l  
(74241). Calculcted from nitrogen sorption at  7 7 ' ~  (-196'~) a f t e r  the  
reaction with water. 
FUue 8. Pore size distribution (dvp/GP) for the Apollo 17 oraqe 
(74220) and gray (7k41) eoile . Calculated Prom nitrogen sorption at 
7 7 " ~  (-1966~) af ter  the reaction with water. Samples outgassed a t  300"~. 
-re 9. Nitrogen adeorption on Sample 63341,8 a t  7 7 ' ~  (-196°C). 
Figure 10. Specific surface area of Sample 10084 as measured by the 
adsorption of gases a t  77°K (-196°C). Pretreatment: 1, before exposure t o  
water a t  high relative pressures; 2, a f te r  exposure t o  water with l i t t l e  or 
no reaction a t  high relative pressures (a i r  leak); 3, a f te r  reaction with 
water; 4, a f te r  accidental exposure t o  the laboratory atmosphere. 
Figure 11. Specific surface areas as mear~ured by the adsorption of 
nitrogen a t  7 7 " ~  (-196"~). Pretreatment: 1, before reaction with water; 
2, soaked in  liquid water for 30 days while exposed t o  the laboratory 
atmosphere; 3, exposed t o  saturated water vapor a f te r  evacuation a t  25, 
.100, and 200°C; 4, af ter  reaction wi th  water. 
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Vol . 3, 2413 (1973 ) . 
2. "Pore Structures Induced by Water Vapor Adsorbed on Non-porous 
Unar Fines and Ground Calcite, " J. Coll . Interfac . Sci . , 9, 350 (1974) . 
A t u r d  publication, "Some Surface Fropertise of Apollo 17 Soils," as8 
been accepted for publication i n  Proc. Fifth Lunar Sci. Conf. (A preprint 
of this paper wae the progrees report for the period ending Jan. 31, 1974). 
Table I. Particle Sizes in the Orange So11 (74220) Before and 
After the Adsorption of Water Vapor 
Frequency ($) 
Particle 8ize 
Range Before After (microns) Water Treatment Water !Creatmant 
- - - - - Won 500 magnification (Figure 2A and 2 ~ )  - - - - - 
0.4 - 2 79 85 
2 - 4  13 9 
4 - 10 4 3 
lo - 20 3 1 
> 20 1 2 
- - - - Fram 10,000 magnification (Figure 2C and 2 ~ )  - - - - 
0.02 - 0.1 13 11 
0.1 - 0.2 30 28 
0.2 - 0.5 42 43 
0.5 - 1.0 15 18 
T d l e  11. 8uayry of Porority P.luZyrir of Mtrogen Borption Data for 
Lunrr Finer After the Reaction with Water 
- 
st+% 
-
w s o + = p  
8BET b CG* s, st st+& sBEl' %ET %+So+=% '% so- 
%utgsssing temperature in 'c. 
b 
-Open surface ares. Tsken equal to specific surface area before the reaction with water. 
%utgassed at  room twersture .  
2 Other -01s are defined in the text.  A l l  S values are in m Ig. 
F ~ E .  1. I i i ~ h  ' : o l ? . n ~ ~  5rrinn~nincion ~ l - c t  r o n  mi~rq,-r . iph of' ?lib-~.,i r?-- n 
p n r t i c l e s  from z m p l r  633141 ,fi. ! ' r r t r~n+.rnrnt . :  A.  T 8 : x ~ , ~ s ~ c ~  t f, R , ~ - ~ F ; J , I I P ~ P  
only. B. F'xposcd t o  nnt,urntr%d w-t+,@r vrtpor i n  +.he riboence o f  a i r .  C. 
Soaked i n  liquid writer  (exposed t o  r r i r )  and a i r - d r i e d .  
P i f i  2. Scunnin): e l cc t rv r i  micrueraphs  01' t.hr urnr!i:tx r.c.ii (:':'I: 4 ; .  
A .  Hcfore wa te r  t r e a t m e n t  ( 5 0 0 ~ ) .  R. A f t e r  wntcr  t.rcx:itment (5061 ! . 
C . Before water t r e a t m e n t  (10,000~) . D. A f t e r  water t r e a t m e n t  (1 0 , 0 0 0 ~  1. 
r3 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .O 
RELATIVE PRESSURE. P/P, 
Fig. 3. Adsorption of inert gases on sample 10084.66 at 77OK 
(-196O~ 1. Sample outgassed at 300°C. Measurements made before the 
reaction with water. 
o ADSORPTION 
DESORPTION 
ORNL- DWG. 74-71 41 
RELATIVE PRESSURE. P/P, 
Fig. 4. Adsorption of water on sample 10084,66 at 20°C. Sample 
outgassed at 300°C. 
ORNL- DWG. 74-7142 
I I I I I 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
RELATIVE PRESSURE, P/P, 
Fig. 5. Adsorption of nitrogen on sample 10084,66 a t  77OK (-196O~). 
Measurements made a f t e r  the  reaction w i t h  water. 
ORNL-DWG. 74-7f39 
77 
THICKNESJ, t ( A )  
Fig. 6 .  Comparison p lo t  of ni t rogen adsorption on sample 63341 
outgassed at 300°C a f t e r  reac t ion  with water. Reference data:  
Nitrogen adsorbed on 12070 outgassed a t  300°C t e f o r e  react ion with water. 
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lS4 1  
0 ADSORPTION 
DESORPTION 
( Exposed to Atmosphere) at 25OC 
(2) PRETREATMENT : Outgass at 300°C and 
Expose to Water Vapor ( ~ / b  = 1 ) at 25' 
Fig. 9. Nitrogen adsorption on sample 63341,8 at 77'~ (-196'~). 
ORNL- DWG. 74 -7136 
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OUTGASSING TEMPERATURE ( O C )  
Fig. 10. Specif ic  surface area  of sample 10084 as  measured by the  
adsorption of gases a t  77OK (-1.96'~ ) . Pretreatment : 1, before exposure 
t o  water a t  high r e l a t i v e  pressures; 2,  a f t e r  exposure t o  water with 
l i t t l e  or  no reaction a t  high r e l a t i v e  pressures ( a i r  l eak) ;  3 ,  a f t e r  
reaction with water; 4, a f t e r  accidental exposure t o  the  laboratory 
atmosphere. 
ORNL- DWG. 74-7135 
'b50 
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OUTGASSING TEMPERATURE ("C) 
Fig. 11. Specific surface areas as measured by the adsorption of 
nitrogen at 7'K (-196'~ ) . Pretreatment : 1, before react ion with water 
2,  soaked i n  liquid water for 30 days whi'? exposed to the laboratory 
atmosphere; 3 ,  exposed to saturated water vauor after evacuation at 
25, 100, and 200'~; 4, after reaction with water. 
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Abstract-Surface properties of lunar fines samples from the Apollo 12.14. and 16 missions have been 
investigated by studying the adsorption of nitrogen, argon. oxygen. carbon monoxide (all at 77"K), and 
water vapor (at 20 or ?TC) on the samples Initially the samp!es were all nt)nporous and had a 
uniformlv low specific su~face area (0.3 to 0.6 m'lg). Water interacts strongly with the surface of lunar 
- 
fines, chemisorbing at low pressures followed by a massive adsorption at high pressures. Nitrogen ad- 
sorotion measurements after the interaction with water showed the ~urface propcnies had undergone a 
. . 
severe alteration as a result of the attack by water tapor. This alteration consisted of a marked in- 
crease in the specific surface area and the creation of a pore system. The results are interpreted on the 
basis of a penetration of water into the damage tracks. 
THE INTERACTI~)N of gases with lunar particles provides information on surface 
characteristics at the molecular level of dimensions. The BET treatment 
(Brunauer et al., 1938) of the adsorption data provides a quantitative measure of 
the specific surface area. In addition. if pores are prcgent in sizes ranging up to a 
few hundred angstroms their size and distribution can be ascertained from the 
adsorption isotherms. No other reliable methods are available for characterizing 
pore structures in this size range (Gregg and Sing, 1%7). 
In addition to providing basic information concerning the state of subdivision 
of lunar soils and their porosity, the specific surface area is a quantitative measure 
of their capacity to adsorb reactive molecules (e.g.. water and carbon dioxide) 
from an environment. Such information would, for example. be vital for the 
establishment of life support stations on the lunar surface. A more immediate 
problern is the possible weathering and deterioration of lunar samples by the 
terrestrial atmosphere. Ll~nar fines from the Apollo I I and 12 missions have been 
shown to interact extensively with water vapor (Fuller et al.. 1971; Holmes et 01.. 
1973). It is important to determine if this strong interaction with water vapor is a 
general characteristic of lunar fines and to correlate the interaction with, for 
'Research sponsored by NASA undcr Union Cdrbide contract with the 1J.S. Atomic Energy Com- 
mission. 
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example, the radiation damaged nature of lunar materials. In general, the surf~ce 
properties of lunar fines will have to be considered in theories concerning the 
formation and history of such samples. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The adsorption-desorption measurements were made with existing vacuum microbalance systems 
which have been described in detail (Fuller cr a/.. 1%5. 1972). Both systems were equipped with a 
dev~ce for maintaining a constant pressure of water vapor during equilibration at each chosen pressure 
(Fuller el a/.. 1972). Backgrovnd blank ~orrectionc have been applied to all of the data. These correc- 
tions. and their critical importance for accurate acquisition of adsorption data. have been discussed re- 
ccntly (Holmes e l  al.. 1973). 
Experimental procedures were gt~erally the same a \  we have used for our btudies of adsorption on 
thorium oxide (Holmes el a/.. 1%8; Gammage cr a/.. 1972). Prior to an adsorption experiment each 
sample was always outgassed for a minimum of 16 hours (overnight). Out@ssing pressures were in  the 
range of lo-' to 10 * tort (measured on a 25 .nm O.D. manifold leading directl:! to the balance 
chamber) and the temperatures ranged from 20 to 1000°C. Measurement of the isotherms required I S  
to 20 minutes for equilibration at each pressure except for water vapor at high relative pressures which 
required an overnight waiting period, or Icnger, for equilibration. 
Results reported in this paper w -r- ottai l 'd with 0.3 or 4 g aliquots of lunar fines samples 
12001.151. 12070218. 14003.60. and 633411. These samples were the fine sieve fraction (< I mm) of 
lunar soil and were used without further classification. When measuring adsorption at 77-K (liquid 
nitrogen bath) by sravimetric technique\ II i\ necewry to apply a buoyancy correction to the data. I n  
order to calculate this correction we have used the mean value (2.95 2 0 09g/cm') of the reported den- 
sities (Greene er ai.. IV1)  of selected par;cles from Apollo I2 lunar fines. Weight determinations are 
estimated to he reliable to 2 2  micrograms over the extended time inteival involved in the experiments. 
Isotherms for the adsorption of carbon monoxide. at 77°K. on lunar samples 
12001,151, 14003.60. and 635-1.8 are shown in Fig. 1. The amount of adsorption, in 
mg of adsorbate per g of sample, is shown as a function of the relative pressure, 
PIP,,. where P,, is the saturation vapor pressure of carbon monoxide at 77°K. The 
shape of these isotherms is quite common and fits the general classification of 
Type I1 isotherms found for adsorption on nonporous solids (Brunauer. 1943). 
There was exact reversibility on desorption with PO indication of hysteresis or 
other complicating factors. Isotherms for the adsorption of nitrogen. argon, and 
oxygen (all at 77OK) on these three lunar samples wcre near duplicates of the 
carbon monoxide isotherms. 
It shoulcl be emphasized that all of the isotF$rnrs \\.:re completely reversible 
over the entire pressure range fro71 high vacuum to saturation. All of the data for 
the adsorption of the four gases on these three lunar samples wcre subjected to a 
standard BET treatment (Brunauer et a/., 1938) to obtain monolayer capacities 
and "C" constants. Monolayer capacities were converted to specific surface areas 
by means of recommended cross-sectional areas (McClel'dn and Harnsberger. 
1967) for the adsorbates (the values we have used are given in Table 1). Results 
from the BET treatment of the data are summarized in Table 1. Agreement of the 
specific surface areas should be tempered by the fact that cross-sectional areas for 
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0 ,  ADSORPTION AND OESORPTION ON 12001,151 
r ,  r ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION ON 14003.83 
Fig. I. Adsorption of carbon monoxide on lunar fines at 77'K. S~mples outgassed at 
25°C. 
Table I. Specific surface areas and BET "C" constants for lunar samples out- 
gassed at ?ST. 
Sample 12001 .I 5 1 Sample 14003.60 Sample 6334 1.8 
Adsorbate I C I C 1 C 
-- 
N1' 0.33 65 0.5 1 84 0.42 57 
Ark 0.34 12 0.54 37 0.38 3 1 
CO' 0.35 82 0.60 100 0.49 113 
0,. - - 0.54 I2 0.42 21 
I = Specific surface area in m'lg. 
To-area - 16.2 A'. 
"Co-area = 16 h A' and P,, i* that of ~up rcm led  liquid. 
'Co-area = 16.8 A'. 
'Co-~rea = 17.5 A'. 
adsorbed molecules are usually selected to give agreement with nitrogen adsorp- 
tion data. For exemple, the range of values commonly used for oxygen is 14 to 
18 A' (Oregg and Sing. 1%7). If these co-areas are applied to the oxygen data for 
sample r4003.60 the resulting range of specific surface area is 0.43 to 0.56 m'lg 
which is still reasonable agreement. The BET "C" constant is a measure of the 
average net heat of adsorption for about the last half of monolayer completion 
(Brunauer. 1961). that is. ior adsorption on the least energetic sites on the surfaces 
of the lunar particles. 
Without outgassing the samples at an elevated temperatuld water vapor 
isotherms were measured at 20 or 22°C on these same lunar samples. The co;n- 
plete isotherm for 63341 -8 and the adsorption data for 12001 .I5 1 are shown in Fig. 
2. A characteristic feature of all water isotherms which we have measured on 
lunar fines is a general hysteresis over the entire pressure range including vacuum 
retention (irreversibly adsorbed water which could not be removed by prolong~d 
evacuation at the conclusion of the isotherm). 
An additional common feature is the massive adsorption of water vapor at high 
relatlve pressures (above 0.9). Specific surface areas calculated from the water 
' ADSORPTION ON 12001.151 
Pi. 2. Adsorption of water vapor on lunar fines. h p l e s  w t g a s d  at W C  (633416) 
and 22OC (12001,151). Isotherms me asb.ud at thew respective temperatures. 
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data are uncertain because of the general irreversibility of the isotherms coupled 
with the specific nature of watev idsorption (this latter factnr gives rise to a large 
uncertainty in the cross-sectionid area of an adsorbed water molecule). However, 
a visual comparison of the disparity between the adsorption and desorption 
branches of the water isotherms (e.g., sample 63341.8 in Fi. 1 snd Holmes et al., 
1973) indicates that the capacity for reversible physical adsorption of water has 
increased as a result of the adsorptiondesorption cycles. 
After several additional adsorption-desorption cycles in water vapor the a8 
sorption of nitrogen (at 77°K) on these samples was remeasured. Figure 3 shov 
nitrogen adsorption on sample 12001.151 before and after the water adsorption ex- 
periments. Supporting experiments with samples not treated with water vapor 
have shown that the changes were brought about by the action of water vapor and 
not by raising the outgassing temperature from 25 to 3000C. Corresponding nit- 
rogen adsorption isotherms for lunar sample 63341.8 are shown in Fig. 4. Ae s 
result of the water treatment the amount of nitrogen adsorption is greater at all 
pressures and the isotherms have well defined hysteresis loops at relative pres- 
sures above 0.5. The specific surface area of sample 12001,151 increased from 0.33 
to 0.97 m21g because of exposure to water vapor during the adsorption experi- 
ments. The corresponding increase for sample 63341.8 is from 0.42 to 0.74 m2/g. 
Resul:s for sample 14003.60 are in essential agreerent with the data presented in 
Ftgs. 3 and 4. 
Nitrogen adsorption (at 77°K) on samples 12001.15 1 and 12070,2 18 was meas- 
0.2 0 4  0 6  0 8 10 
%o 
Fig. 3. Adsorption of nitrogen on 12001,151 at 71°K. 
p/~o 
Fig. 4. Adsorption of nitrogen on 63341.8 at V K .  
ured after outgassing the samples at increasing temperatures from 500 to 10000C. 
The resulting isotherms are shown in Fig. 5 (for sample 12001,151) and Fig. 6 (for 
sample 12070,218). (For the sake of clarity no data points are shown for 12001,151 
but the precision of the data is well within the estimated error bar shown on the 
isotherm which was measured after outgassing the sample at 800°C.) There is a 
general decrease in the amount of adsorption (at all pressures) as the outgassing 
temperature is increased. This decrease is reflected in the specific surface areas 
which are given in Table 2. The high pressure hysteresis loop induced by the 
reaction with water vapor was absent for samples 12070,218 and 12001 ,I5 1 after 
outgassing at 700' and 800°C. respectively. 
Data tabulated in Table 1 are in essential agreement with the uniformly low 
spec? r surface areas which have been reported for lunar fines samples (Fuller et 
al., 1971 ; Holmes et al., 1973; Cadenhead et al., 1972; Grossman et al., 1972). By 
assuming spherical or cubical particles one can calculate an effective particle size 
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Fig. 5. Adsorption of nitrogen on 12001,lLI at T K .  Sample outgarsed at indicated 
temperatures (Post-HIO). 
Table 2. Specific surface area as a function of outgassing temperature. 
Outgassing Temperature Sample 12001.151 Sample 12070218 
("C) I(mZlg) I(m21gi 
from the specific surface areas given in Table I .  Mean particle sizes calculated in 
this qanner range from 3 to 6 microns. This is in reasonable agreement with 
particle sizes deduced from sedimentation studies (e.g., Gold et al., 1972). Since 
sedimentation studies give the Stokes diameter for an equivalent sphere this 
agreement indicates the absence of gross surface roughness andlor internal area. 
H .  F. HOL.MES et al. 
Fig. 6. Adsorption of nitrogen on 1?070,218 at T K .  Sample outgassed at indicated 
temperatures (Post-H,O). 
Average net heats of adsorption calculated from the "C" constants given in 
Table 1 range from 380 (C = 12) to 730 callmole (C = 113). These values are in 
qualitative agrer :nt with the expected trend based on polarizability, quadrupole. 
and dipole contributions to adsorption energies for these four adsorbates. This 
trend in adsorption energies has been observed for terrestrial materials such as 
titanium oxide (Smith and Ford, 1965). 
The reversibility of the initial isotherms is a clear indication that these samples 
do not have the type of porosity which gives rise to capillary condensation hys- 
teresis loops. It should be emphasized that we are referring to the porosity of 
individual soil panicles and not, for example, to the type of porosity which results 
from the random packing of particles. In order to cause hysteresis effects in 
adsorption isotherms the pore size must be a few hundred angstroms or less 
(Gregg and Sing, 1967). Adsorption in larger pores is essentially like adsorption on 
open surfaces. These result&, coupled with previous work (Fuller et al., 1971; 
Holmes et al., 1973). indicate that the approximate surface characteristics of lunar 
fines (prior to water treatment) are independent of their location on the lunar 
surface. Most probably there are processes occurring on the lunar surface to 
produce a lunar soil whose dynamic equilibrium properties include a relatively 
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low specific surface area coupled with a lack of porosity. These processes cer- 
tainly include micrometeorite impact. solar wind sputtering. and radiation damage 
(e.g., Dran et a/., 1972; Phakey et a/., 1972). 
The contrasting nature of water adsorption on these samples, as compared to 
adsorption of the "inert" gases, is evident from a comparison of Figs. 1 and 2. 
Retention of water in high vacuum and the low pressure hysteresis can be 
explained on the basis of chemisorption. However, the massive uptake at high 
relative pressures (above 0.9) cannot be attributed to simple multilayer physical 
adsorption of water vapor on open surfaces. Desorption branchcs of the 
isotherms clearly indicate the presence of an internal pore system which gives rise 
to a capillary condensation hysteresis loop. Quite obviously there has been a 
severe alteration of the surface properties. This agrees with our previous result 
for sample 12070,218 (Holmes et al.. 1973) which had been outgassed at 300°C prior 
to the adsorption of water. Present results show that the reaction of water vapor 
with these samples does not require prior "activation" at an elevated temperature. 
It is now apparent that exposure of lunar samples to the normal laboratory at- 
mosphere will result in chemical and physical adsorption of water. Attributing ex- 
perimental difficulties to adsorbed water is clearly justified (Tittmann et a/., 1972). 
Nitrogen adsorption isotherms on the same sample before and after the reaction 
with water vapor (Figs. 3 and 4) give a clearer indication of the changes caused by 
adsorbed water. Obviously the adsorptive capacity has increased by as much as a 
factor of three. According to de Boer (1958), hysteresis loops such as those in 
Figs. 3 and 4 are due to either slit-shaped pores with parallel walls or wide pores 
with narrow necks. The blocking effect of irreversibly adsorbed water (Holmes et 
a/., 1973) favors pores with narrow necks. The isotherm*; in Figs. 3 and 4 are 
essentially the same as those reported for 12070,218 (Holmes et al.. 1973) and 
unreported data for 14003.60. 
The temperature stability of the water induced porosity has been measured 
(Figs. 5 and 6). Heating at temperatures of 700 to 800°C eliminates the porosity 
and markedly reduces the specific surface area (Table 2). This type of sintering be- 
havior is similar to that observed for materials such as some silica-alumina cata- 
lysts (Ries, 1952). Significant surface area remainea after the 1000°C outgassing 
(the temperature limit imposed by the microbelance system). One might have ex- 
pected more drastic sintering on the basis of initial melting temperatures of about 
I150°C which have been reported for lunar fines (Gibson and Moore, 1972). 
It presently appears that lunar fines, independent of their original location on 
the lunar surface. will suffer the same general type of alteration by interaction 
with water vapor at high relative pressures. A common feature to all fines samples 
is the extensive radiation damage they have suffered. This, the radiatioi~ damage, 
is the basis for our postulated mechanism for the attack by water vapor. Accord- 
ing to the "ion explosion spike" model of Fleischer et a/. (1%5), track damage in 
nonconductors consists of regions of heavy damage (- 100 A) separated by trails 
of relatively little damage (a few atoms displaced). The damaged material is 
considerably more soluble than the surrounding material, a fact that has found 
application in radiation dosimetry ie.g., Becker. 1972) as well as in numerous 
studies of radiation damage in lunar samples. We postulate that when sufficient 
water has been adsorbed (at a relative pressure of about 0.9) the damaged material 
starts to dissolve. The solution process lowers the vapor pressure of the adsorbed 
water which leads to increased sorption of water and the entire process is 
enhanced. Because of the concentration gradient between dissolved material iri 
the damage track and the outer layers of adsorbed water the dissolved material 
migrates from the damaged region and thereby creates a pore. According to the 
"ion explosion spike" model the geometry of the pore would be a wide void with a 
narrow opening. This is one of the two shapes which. according to de Boer (1958), 
give capillary condensation hysteresis loops like those we observe in nitrogen 
isotherms on water treated lunar fines. Work in progress should provide further 
support for this postulated mechanism for the alteration of lunar fines by adsorbed 
water. 
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I.unar fines ant1 the ground call ite are Imth highly clefective materials ant1 \)erause of this 
there are markel similarities I)etwcen thcir interm tiuns wit h adsorl)ed water vial)l)r. The 
solar radiation and nieteo~ites incident on the lunar surfate ~)rotluce soil particles, or fines, 
nhic h are nonporous 11) atlsorl)ecl inert gas n~olccules. Sfany crystalline grains contain ver) 
high densities of damage tracks ( 2  10" tracksirn~'), ant1 show an amorphous coating. 'l'he 
adsorption isotherm of water sh~)\rs that thc fine* interact strongly with water vapor. 'l'he 
sul)wluent adsorptions of nitrogen an11 argon show ti! I! the sl)ecifii surface area has increased 
as much as threefl)ld, ant1 that pores have Ijcrn generated. 'l'he pro1)al)lc e.il)lanation for these 
changes is that water interacts with the amorphous coating ant1 difluses along the damage 
tracks leaching a system of n~irrorhannels. 
During the I~all tnilling c f ralc ite the cr! stals suBer prot rsses of Ilo\r anti [)laslic tlefornia- 
tion which leave the grains nonporous to atlsorl~vl nitropen. The structural degradation 
caused Ily m ~ l l i n ~ ,  which \ \as  e\an~inetl I)? X-ray ant1 infrared re( hnitpes, tleve11)l)s in three 
tliscrete steps and tames a markecl enhancrnlent In the rrac t~vity to\rar(ls water. 'l'he chan~e*  
in rractivit! \sere e\aminetl Iry measurinr: the r)!ul~~lit! in \rater, thc 1)11 o f  allucous suslwn- 
sionsand the I)urletl \rater (ontent I)! thrrn~o~ravin~etric iinal>sis. In the most reactive sample 
of ground cahite. the atlsorl)tion iwtherm of stater rrvcal:. n~assive ul)taLc at  high relat~\.c 
pressure and sho\\.s high prcbssurc h! steresis overl! ~ n g  a h\ v~crmis \r hic h c\ten(ls over I he 
entire range c ~ f  relative pressure. The sul)secluc.ntl! nlrasurr(l a(lu)rl)til~n of nltrogen sho\\c 
that the grains are now porous an11 that the slwt ~ f i c  auri:r<e arra has In( reased fourfolrl. ] ) I \ -  
ablution occurs \\ ithin the clislotate~l calc ire to fornl a Imre .! sten1 of tine channels and I r! stal- 
I~/a:i~)n the leat hetl calc~um t ar l )~~nalc  Iornl* 1s hi.;kcrs I I ; I I I - I I~ . I I I  cl).tr I alcite. 
L u n a r  fines h a v e  ;I histor! o f  t ) o n ~ l ~ ; ~ r c l ~ ~ ~ e n t  
b y  solar  iind cosmic r;idiation ;inti ~l lct i .ori tcs .  
.As a result  the! a r c  real  t i v e  m;ttcri;ils w i t h  
unusua l  adsorp t ive  propert ies  (1, 2 ,  .Z, 4) .  C'itI- 
c i t e g r o u n d  in  ;I biill mill is  n terrestr i ;~l  nl .~terial  
which bec;ltlse of i t s  tlefcctive n;tttlrv tlispl;~!.~ 
tlnusual adsorp t ion  charucteris t ics  ;ind is highl! 
react ive (5, 6). 'The purpose  of t h i s  s t u d y  is 
t o  pr&e these m;itcri;lls w i t h  ;ctlsorl~cti w a t e r  
;tnd iiitrojicr. ~iiolcc ules a n d  t o  show h o w  sorbet1 
w.itcr i l r ,~st ic  itll!. n i o d i ~ i e s  t h e  s u r i , ~ c e  charnc~- 
ti.ri.stit s in ;I 1n;tnnc.r d c p e n d r n t  o n  t h e  I! pc 
;tnd c \ t e n t  oi strtlc tur;tl d;+nlnge. 1)espite  t h e  
witfcl! t l i ~ l c r i n ~  c.onll>ositions a n d  histories of 
t h e  Iclni~r lines :111(1 thib g r o u n d  c;clciic, a s ide  
I)! sitlc stud! rcvc;tls ;L rrl!i;~rk;tblc similarit!. 
in  t h r i r  i~t lsor\) t i \e  propc.rti1.s. 
1 Research sl,(,nr)recl s.\s.\ ulltlpr carl)itle ( ' lcar  c.r! stills of Ice land  s p a r  (cnlci:e) were  
(.'ontract with the U.S. .\tomic 1-:nergy Comnl~ssion. g round in ,t 1)nll mill mi tde  of s tainless s teel  
Jour~~ol vf('n1lotd and  I,~la.rjnrr \ t:rac, . .  Vul. 47. So. 2. I Y ( 4  ( < q q  ~ I K I I I  0 1974 1,) ,\cdtlemic I ' Iv,~,  Inc. 
r lu l lc .  *)I  11  ~ , r o a l u c c ~ o n  i any form rrurtrd.  
PORE STRUCTURES INDUCED BY WATER VAPOR 
I>IG. 1 .  1 MeV dark field electron transmission micrograph showing the nuclear particle tracks and 
the amorphous coating on a micrometer-sized lunar dust particle (16). The loss of a small grain from the 
amorphous coat is indicated at .4 while at B a definite grain surface cementing is seen. 
for periods of up to iOOO hr. The amount of 
contamination by iron was 60 ppm in the 
1000Lhr sample which indicates only a very 
small amount of wear. Other details of the 
milling have been dealt with previously (6) .  
All ground specimens wcre stored over a 
desiccant . 
Prior to dispatch from the Manned Spce- 
craft Center the lunar fines were sieved to < 1 
mm size, the mean particle being about 100 rm 
(7). The fines are usually a charcoal grey 
color and the ones used in this study were part 
of a contingency sample returned from the 
ApoUo 12 mission (dl .ignated 12073). The 
samples of fines are encapsulated in vials 
containing an atmosphere of dry nitrogen. 
During handling and loading onto the micro- 
balance, however, there is inevitable exposure 
of the fines LO laboratory air. 
Adsorption measurements on the ground 
calcite (5 ,6 )  were made with an electro- 
magnetic sorption balance having a sensitivity 
of lo-' g (8). Outgassing was carried out at  
150°C. To examine the structural degradation 
of the calcite the techniques of X-ray diffrac- 
tion (9), infrared absorption (lo), and electron 
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FIG. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of a typical agglutinate fount1 in the ;\pollo 12 fines (120i0) at 
4000 mnpnification. 
microscopy (carbon rcplicns) were emplopd. up from the air in the r~lilling pot) in a thermo- 
The reactivity of thc k~ound calritc was gmvimctric ;tn;llysis (13). 
studied by measurements of the solubility in Sn~oll quantities (4(KI mg) of the  lo^ surface 
water using t he Xleigen color test (1 1) (which area (- 0.5 m2,'g) lunar fines were loaded onto 
relies on the ,~cnter snluhility of nragonitr a vacuum micro\>alance of sensitivity 10-" 
compared to calcite), by mcils\~rin:: the pH in a vacuum system designe:l for measuring 
after shaking with wittcr (12) :111d I)!. (1ctc.r- the adsorption of water vapor and g a e s  such 
mining the water content (buried water taken as nitrogen ontl argon (14). The fines were 
Journal of Colloid and Ii~lrrJace Srirncr. Vol. 47. Xo. 2. Mar 1074 
I.I(;. 3. Sratinitil: rlri-tri111 rnicri~~ral~h of a sniall ~lassy arra foonci on a 11arliclc Iron1 thc Apollo 12 
fines 12llOl at I(Xl,(XX) n~a~nification. 
;tlso cs;tmined in a scanning electron micro- 
scope a t  magnifications u p  to 50,CHH). 
I .  1,linar Fines: l'lrysic~l I'roprrlics 
There is a \vc;tlth of inforni;~tion on the 
ph!aical properties of 1ttn;tr f ncs pul~lishc~d in 
tlic I'roceetlings nj 111e Firs!, S c r o ~ ~ d ,  urrd I'11irtl 
I.rri~ar Srimrc Ctmfermccs (1 5). 'Thr lincst 
grains cstri~ctecl from 400 nic.sli (lust ri.siducs 
show the following s t r i k i n ~  Ic;tturi~s (10); (a) 
. . 
t h~ proportion of iunorplious gr;tlns IS gc-nc-rally 
jess than 30%; (11) up to 00(& of the rnnainin:: 
crystalline & p i n s  arc stlrrotmtletl 1)y ;I supcr- 
ficial layer of amorphous m:tteri;tl of thicknrss 
-5(H) A ;  (c) 9v0 of the cryst;~lline $YtiIls 
contain very high tlensirii~s of 1;rtent nr~clear 
par~icle  tr;~cks."The highest tr;tck clcnsitics 
(> 10" tr;~cks, 'cm2) xrc obscrvc.d in the rounded 
grainsshowing a well-dcveloprd and continuous 
nniorphous coating. These faiturcs arc high- 
lighted in the transmission electron m i c r s  
gr nphs takcn 1)y Horg el al. (lo), onr of which 
is reproduced in I:ig. 1 ;  ((1.1 trappctl nol)le 
g;lses from tlir implantation of sol;tr wind 
1)articles arc cont;~incd within the surface layer 
t o  ;I t lcl~th of 21HH) A (1%); (c) sni;~ll grains 
freclumtly ;tp1)~-;1r ccnicntccl t o  the surf;~ce of 
co;trser rounded ant1 c-o;ttc(l gr;~ins (see 1;ig. 1) ; 
(f) thc aniorphoits c.t~:~tings ;trt* r;t~)itlly solublc 
ttndcr niild vtrhing condirions. 'l'his informa- 
tion is mtat  helpful to  nn tmclcrst;mding of 
the ;ttlsoqltive prolwrties and especially t o  
tliosr involving water vapor. 
'Thc fr ;~gi i~.nts  found in a s:uiiplc of tines 
such as  sanil)lc 12070 can hc grou~)c(l into (1) 
~l;tss-c.o:ttctl ~);trliclcs (nggltttinatc.~) of thc 
* ~h~~ arc tIanlagcrl rc.fiillns :I~otlK tllr (rat k?; ill, in t y p c ~  shown in I:igs. 2 ;~n(l  3; (2) lithic. frag- 
thc main, Fc-grrlul) ions (%?. 26) 01 ~ ~ ~ I ~ r - l l i t r r  i rigin. m m t s  including I)rcc.ci;ts :~nd cliscrctc niiner;tl 
I n  lunar grains 10 pm in  rliarnrtrr the tracks arc 
rantlomly i~ricntrcl ancl milst ill thrrn ~lrnrtratr tlir I 0  p r~ i  ill ;I ~ r i ~ i n  \vr~ulil acruniuliite -10lt I:c.-p,roup 
rntirc grain. In  the al~scnce of errosions the outer r r ~ c k ~ / ~ . r ~ P / l f l ~  y(.;trs (17). 
Journal ~>,f('ulluiJ oirJ Iwlnfatc Sfir.:rr. Vul. 17. So. 2. Map 1974 
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Fro. 5. Loss of chnractuhticnlly dected X-my intensity and line broadening (expreeead ma lattice 
strain) in the calcite 1014 dection aa a function of t h e  of grinding. 
order of abundance are pyroxene, plagioclasa, reflected X-ray intensity by up to -50%. 
glass, and olivine. The minor cons:itucnts, Additionally tlie deformed calcite is colored 
totaliqg only a few percent, include ilmenite, blue by the X-ray heam and the unit cell is 
tridymite, cristobalite, and nickel-iron. dilated (e.g., by 0.5% and 1.Cz i : the 150 hr 
and IfHK) hr samples, respectively). These 
2. Gtound Calctle: Sl~tulural Degradation 
The interaction between ground calcite and 
adsorbed water and the changes induced in 
the particles are closcly related to the type 
and extest of structural damage which will 
now be considered. The results of X-ray 
diffraction, infrarea absorption, and electron 
microscopy point to a degradation of the 
calcite occurring in three distinct stages. 
'There ate no significant changes in the 
X-ray diffraction characteristics of specimens 
ground for 22 hr and less. Specinlens ground 
for 50 hr and longer gave progessively weaker 
X-ray lines, the diminution in characteristic- 
ally reflected intensity for the 10i4 reBcctioa 
being shown in Fig. 5. Broadcncd lines are 
produced by specimens ground in cxcess of 
500 hr. 'The ;inlount of line broadening is 
c\press~'.(i, in Fig. 5, ;is lattice strain. Stage 
one covers the first 22 hr of milling, the calcite 
remaining crj stalline in botl? X-ril\ diBracting 
properties and appearance ,Fig. 6). Stage 
two covers the period 50 to 500 hr. The crystals 
flow plastically as is clearly seen in the electron 
properties point stiongly to the presence of 
high concentrations of point defects; plastic 
deformation of ionic crystals generally produces 
a debris of point defects which are frozen 
into the cr).stals (20). In the final 5o(J hr, 
stage three, the deb~adation hconies more 
severe and the calcite lattice suffers distortion 
which causes X-ray line broadening. 
The infrared absorption spectra shown in 
Fig. 8 can also be interpreted in terms of 
structural damage. Abst)rption occurs at  878 
cm-' and 861 cm-I in cr~stalline ciilcite and 
;ir;igoni te respectively because of differences 
in the intr;i-molecular coupling of the out-of- 
plane bending vibration of the carbonate 
ion (21). Aragonite appears to be forming in 
ground calcite, its indiciited b> the shoulder 
111;irked A, ever, though X-ray diffraction 
shows t i~a t  it is absent as ;I cr!st;lllinc phase. 
'The pseudo-aragonite is probably a conse- 
quence of localized misorientations and strains 
which force neighboring carbonatc ions into 
positions where the degrrc of vibrational 
coupling approximates that found in crj stalline 
aragcni te. 
micrograph shown in Fig. 7 and a large The rc~activity of the ground calcite reflects 
quantity of noncrystalline calcim carbonate the three stages of structural degradation. The 
is produced which reduces the charac!eristicall:; solubility (Mcigen ttst) and the buried water 
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I:I(;. 6. Klrrtron m~crcrp,raph uf Iceland spnr crystals g, ..untl for 22 hr; ttic latex marker I,caclr itrc 
1-17 Mm in t v i ~ l t h .  
content," shown :is ;l funt.tion of grincling tirnc which in the disortlcrcd stitte posses::es en- 
in I:ix. 0, incrcilw in c1istinc.t stcps correspond- harccd ;rtlsorptivc proprt i rs .  l'his 1)rlicf is  
inp to thc onset of plest ic. clt.fon11iltion :it -50 rcinfot.(.cd I)\. tllc fi ntling t hilt ;dtcr ;mnri~ling 
hours and th r  onstst of I;~t!irc (listartion :it the 10W-hr snmple and restoring the rrystal- 
--SfH) hr. The pH, I:ig. 10, instr;,tl of I~cing linity, tllc pH inrrcnsrs t o  10.2 which is 
enhilncccl frll slti~rpl\. i ~ t  Ev I~r;rinni~in of stage withitl the r:lnge of v;llur.s nonnslly found for 
two. Thc probi~l~lc  c?cplitniition is thitt hydroxyl q s t i i l l i n c  c i i l ~ i t ~  pilrticlcs. 
ions are  rcrnovevetl from solution by the calcite 
a Water taken un fnlm the air cntrrina the I~all mill 3. Inifid Nonporosi/y 
and t ~ r n m i n g  tightly tmnrlrtl ancl clrcply I~urinl within 
~ h ,  lunar fins and the RroLnd calcite are 
the deform4  rains: curvrs of th r  fractional weight 
loss, clue m cxprllrcl water, per tlrprrr r i a  in 1cml)cra- nonporous (or nearly so) initially. 'The iso- 
turn show maxima whirh for rip IrWW)-hr mml,le occur therms of nitrogen, shown in vim. 11 and 12, 
at IIU)O ant! .vw)o(: at Inwcr temperatures for the cnlcite WE reversil)lc; usuall!, i t  nmporous solid gives 
grounrl for slic~rter times. a n  isotherm withcut a hysteresis Itmp T h e  
Journal of Colldd a d  Inwfau Scimcc. Vd. 47. No. 2. May 1974 
I:I(:. i. I.:IcI t r t l l l  ~ l ~ i t r i ) ~ r ; i l ~ I ~ y  J t t ' l :~ t i ( l  s[);ir tryslills grolll111 ior 50  Ilr  (0.20 11111 I;LLCS I I P ; L I ~ ~ ! .  
Iitck of r~l l rosi~y is :;tirly gcnc.r.tl for I1in:lr 11ystcrc.sis loo11 ior th r  1inc.s of h1111ll~ 11 
tints frorn tliliercnl l ~ c i ~ l i c l l l ~  on thc. rnilon. \\'c ,'l(Mls;), 12 (12fl;f 1 : L I I ~ ~  1 ?(KJl), 14 (14(K).Z), 
o11t:tin isotllcrnis o f  nilrogc.11 (;trl~l itr:~,~:) :t11(1 10 (f1.3.LIl I n~issior~s. 'l'l~t+ :\pi,Ilo 1.4 
without, or :vith onl). thc s l i~hlvsl  tr;icts of, ;L (I-l10.i) tiric~s es;~mint.tl 11y (';1clc.nhe;ltl 1.3) nl;ay 
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FIG. 8. Infrared absorption spectra of precipitated 
calcite (C) and aragonite (;\) and of Iceland spar 
ground for 22,528, and 1000 hr. 
be an exception because the physical adsorp 
tion isotherm (of water vapor) indicated 
inherent porosity. 
We suggest that the general lack of porosity 
is due to the combined effects of micro- 
meteorite impact and impinging solar radia- 
tion, actions which lead to the filling of inter- 
particle voids and the smoothing of particle 
surfaces. Impacting micrometeorites cause 
vaporization and melting and the condensates 
and spli~hes produce glassy agglutinates, of 
the type shown in Figs. 2 and 3, which posses 
little or no porosity. Micrometeorite bombard- 
ment also destroys small particles because they 
will not survive a collision. Irradiation by 
solar wind produces the well known amorph- 
ous skin, shown in Fig. 1, during the formation 
of which the particles become smoothed and 
rounded (16). These processes tend to eliminate 
any porosity originally present. 
The grains of ground calcite have been 
plastically deformed and welded together 
(Fig. 7) with the elimination of cracks and 
pores. The ground calcite is in a Reilby-like 
state (22). After a crystal of calcite (inorganic 
crystals in general) has been rubbed or polished 
the outer few micrometers (23,24) are com- 
posed of a smooth, vitreous-like l q e r  of 
flowed calcium carbonate-the Beilby layer 
(22), whose X-ray diffraction properties (25) 
are the same as those of the gound calcite. 
I~calized frictional heating lends considerable 
mobility and smoothing power to the surface 
material (26). 
I 
-. . -- .-- - - - - . . - . 
0 200 4C3 600 Boo !rn 
TIME OT GRIND \G I + r )  
FIG. 9. The solubility, measured by the Meigen color test, as the apparent aragonite content, and 
the buried water content, determined by thermo~ravimetric analysis, as a function of the time of grind- 
ing the Iceland spar. 
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TIME OF GRINDING Lhr) 
FIG. 10. pH of aqueous suspen3ions of ground Iceland spar. 
4. Adtwption of lYaler I'apor Some fines, such as 10087 (Apollo 1 I), are more 
The fines sample 12070 chosen for this reactive (1) toward water vapor while others, 
,study shows behavior toward adsorbed water such 14163 (A~ollo 14), are more inert (3). 
which is t).pical of se\*d other fines, such as Fines exist, therefore, which cover a range of 
1231, 14003, and 63341 from the Apollo 12, reactivities with the fines 12070 possessing 
14, and 16 missions, on which we have mea- the median reactivity. Isothernis of water 
sued the adsorption isotherms of water vapor. vapor on Iceland spar ground for different 
L 
0 4 2  0.4 0 6 0 0 4.0 
P/G, RELATIVE PRESSURE 
FIG. 11. Adsorptions of nitrogen at 7 7 O K  on lunar fines 12070 outgassed at UIO°C before and after 
the adsorption of water vapor. 
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than for the lunar fines because of the greater 
solubility of calcite. The high pressure hyster- 
esis &OWE, that pores have been created in 
both solids. 
'lywssffl mwlpm, !so+. 
5. Area Changes and Pores Induced 
by Adsorbed Wder 
After completing the adsorptions of water 
vapor, the isotherms of nitrogen seen in Figs. 
11 and 12 were measured. In each material 
the interaction with water had brought about 
a drastic change in the surface characteristics. 
The specific surface area increases from 0.56 
to 1.30 mP/g and from 7.34 to 28.6 mS/g for 
I 1 / / I the lunar fin& and ground calcite, respectively. 
The high hysteresis l&G are the 
result of capillary condensation in pores 
extending down to a few molecular diameters 
in size (mesopores). Undamaged terestrial 
I materials of igneous origin and unground 
0 I I 1 1 1 1 ionic crystals are not changed so drastically 
0 a2 0.4 a6 88 1.0 
&yAEUlmPREssUK 
FIG. 12. Adsorption of nitrogen at 77OK on calcite ao ADSORPTION 
ground for 1000 hr and outgassed at 150°C before and 
after the adsorption of water vapor. 
periods of time have been published elsewhere 
(6). The calcite ground for 1000 hr is the 
choice for comparison against the fines 12070 25 
because it is the most severely damaged 5 1 
calcite and the effects of attack by adsorbed 5 a 
water vapor provide the closest resemblance. 5 
Two sorption isotherms of water vapor are f 
sh~wn  in Fig. 13 for the lunar hes 12070 and # 15 
the 1000-hr Iceland spar. Each isotherm shows 
massive uptake of water a t  high relative 
pressure, a general hysteresis extending over 
the entire range of relative pressure together 
with additional high pressure hysteresis above 
-0.35 PIP0 and the irreversible retentic3 of 
water, in vacuum, which for the lunar !ines is 
in excess of the amount required for simple O 0  0.2 a4 06 
chemisorption to form a layer of hydroxyl ions. P/P,. RELATIVE PRESSURE 
The massive of water P" '0 water FIG. 13. bthmms of adeorbed on 1- 
~enetrating the bulk of the pains and for the 12070 at 20°C and lOO&hr calcite at 2S°C after out- 
calcite it begins at a lower relative pressure gaPsing at 300O and ISOOC, reepectively. 
J& 4 Cdbld o n d ~ n l u f a  Sc(mcr. Vd. 47. Na 1. May 1974 
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by adsorbed water vapor. Clay type minerals 
having a layer structure can sometimes be 
prised open by sorbed polar molecules but 
minerals with a sedimentary origin are absent 
from lunar fines. I t  is because of their damaged 
natures that the lunar fines and the ground 
calcite are similar in their adsorptive proper- 
ties and are different from other undamaged 
terresirial materials. 
The adsorption data have been analysed by 
the thickness or l-plot method developed by 
de Boer (27) in which the amount of adsorbed 
nitrogen is compared to the thickness of the 
adsorbed nitrogen layer on a reference non- 
porous solid. For this study the adsorptions 
of nitrogen on the nonporous lunar fines and 
ihe nonporous ground calcite conveniently 
provide the reference data. The resulting 
I-plots with a summary of the analjses are 
shown in Fig. 14 and Table I. The linear section 
of the I-plot is displaced vertically upwards b!. 
nitrogen adsorbed in micropores (< - 20 A 
width). The intercept is a measure of the 
micropore volunle (or apparent micropore area 
S,) and the gradient of the straight line is a 
measure of the area St contained in 1;lrger 
mesopores (- 20 to - 200 A in width) rind on 
the open surface. The close correspondence. 
between St + S, and SBET, the specific surface 
area calculated by the BET method, indicates 
that our reference isotherms are the appropriate 
ones to use, We have success full^ followed the 
advice given in an earlier paper (28) that thc. 
t, THICKNESS I&) 
I:rc. 14. I-plot for the ada)rption of nitrogen on 
lunar fines 12070 and 1000-hr calcite which had I~een 
e\l)owxl to water at saturation vapor pressure. 
o\ide (or calcite) used to obtain the reference 
isotherm should prelerab!~ be of the smme t? pe 
;is the experimental oside (or call.ite) and of 
course, be nonporous. :If ter the adsorption of 
water vapor the lunar fines contain smaller 
pores than the ground calcite; the apparent 
micropore area is proportionat el! much higher 
in the fines (19% compared to 3.5%) and the 
f-plot begins to deviate upwards from the 
linear stction 31 a snialler t-value. 
The st;lnd;ird nitrogen adsorption data for 
the nonporous lun;~r fines are listed in Table 11. 
.Sample O(;T ( O C )  Ysm (. L ~ I I . I : I ~ ~  L con-tant .\I .% + \I+? 
(nix, n) fur reit.r- (my v )  Im? K )  (m2 a )  \,, 
pncr iw 
tltrrm 
-- -  . -. - - .- -- - 
-- 
Lunar fines 300 1.30 0 2  4.3 1 I2 0.20 1 38 1.06 
12070 after 
sorption of 
water 
1000-hr 150 28.6 101 IU6 2i .3  1 .0 28.3 0.W 
calcite after 
sorption of 
water 
Journal nl( iJ lo1d a ~ t d  InlrrJacr Sr~nlcr.  Vul. 47. No. 2, May 1974 
TAR1,E I1 
YAI rr~s or n AND t FOR NITR~N;EN  SORBED 
ON NONPOROVS I.UNAR I:INES 12070 
-- .- - . ~  
P/Po n I. 
- - - . . . - . 
0.10 0.95 3.37 
0.15 1.08 3.82 
0.20 1.19 4.2 1 
0.25 1.29 4.56 
O..W 1.37 4.86 
0.35 1.44 5.10 
0.40 1.52 5.36 
0.45 1.59 5.62 
5 0.50 1.66 5.89 
0.55 1.74 6.15 
0.60 1.81 6.41 
0.65 188 6.65 
0.70 1.96 6.93 
0.75 2.01 7.23 
0.80 2.14 7.58 
0.825 L LO 7.77 
0.85 ? 7; 8.04 
0.875 ! 35 8.32 
0.90 2.16 8.71 
-- . -- -- . 
0 = 3.54 n, a here n is rhr numlier of adsortled layers 
each of thickness 3.54 .\ (2;). 
visible in the electron micrograph shown in 
Fig. 15. All the other tests involving water 
(solubility, pH, and buried water content) 
confirm the enhancement of reactivity. 
The hysteresis loop in the nitrogen isotherm 
(1000-hr calcite) is similar to a Type B hyster- 
esis loop [classification of de Boer (31)] which 
is obtained characteristiciilly for a pore system 
of narrowly separated parallel plates. I t  is 
visualized that dissolution of calcium carbonate 
within the walls of dislocation forms such a 
s! stem of slit-shaped pores. The sudden closure 
of the hysteresis loop at  -0.45 I'/Po indicates 
a plate separation of about 36 A as calculated 
by methods based on the Kelvin equation (32). 
There is evidence, from small angle X.ray 
scattering studies, that along the track left by 
3 nuclear particle traversing an inorganic 
cr~s ta l ,  the damaged reqion varic3 in width 
(33). If in the lunar fines the water diffuses 
into and leaches material out of the damage 
regions of nuclear particle tracks then one 
might antici~ate a tubular system of pores 
with narrow constrictions between the wider 
compared to refcrcnce isothernl data for non- parts. The studies discussed in this paper show 
porous terrestrial oxide samples published by, only that micro- and mesopores are produced. 
for example, pierce (29) and sing (.jo), a Our current investigations, to  be published in 
significantly smaller an,ounl of nitrogen is the I'recee,lings of /lie Fourlh 1.unar Science 
adsorbed above ,).5 1,; I ' ~  on the lunar hnes, C'gnjerence point strongly towards a tcbular 
Additional nleasu;en>ents of atlsorbed nitrogen pore system; b\. using outgassing temperatures 
on a wider ranae of lunar  lines should tell us lower than the 3(10°(: used in this study, entry 
whether or this di,lerence betfveen the of nitrogen to the mesopores is partially 
standard isotherms for terrestrial ;ind lunar prevented by molecular water bound within 
oxide samples is generill. the narrow ,.onstrictions. .4t ,300°(' all of this 
water is removed and the pore system has 
6. Porosity Rebfe.: i,, Slrtrclltral Damage n"'simunl accesibilit!.. 
The appearance of tine channels in the 
1000-hr calcite is fairl! eas! to esplain. The 
structure contains a high concentration of point 
defects and dislocations which cause distortion 
of the lattice by -1.5% (Fig. 5). Adsorbed 
water diffuses along fault lines with dissolution 
of the dislocated calcite to form a pore s>stem 
of fine channels. The dissolved calcium car- 
bonate crystallizes to form whiskers of nail- 
head spar calcite on the surface of the grains. 
These micrometer-sized crystals are clearly 
Adsorptions of nitrogen show that the lunar 
lines and the ground calcite are initii~ll! 
nonporous. \'aporization, condensation, nirlt - 
ing, and splashing events during meteorite 
impact cause interparticle voids to be filled 
and the smoothing of surfaces. Irradiation by 
solar wind particles also smooths and rounds 
the particles. 'The gr,,ins of grmcd calcite 
are devoid of pores because of tlow arid welding 
lownel  r2f  ('ollfnd OIIJ I n l n f ~ r r r  5 r 1 r n ~ t .  Val. 47. So. 2. May 1974 
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